Alleviation of infantile amnesia in rats by internal and external contextual cues.
A previous study [Richardson, R., Riccio, D.C., and Jonke, T. (1983). Alleviation of infantile amnesia in rats by means of a pharmacological contextual state. Devel. Psychobiol., 16:511-518] found that ontogenetic forgetting ("infantile amnesia") in rats was attenuated by a "contextual matching" manipulation: Subjects trained in a distinct pharmacological state and tested in that state retained learned fear better than saline controls. To determine whether improved retention could be obtained with salient but nonpharmacological contexts, two experiments were conducted employing fear conditioning in preweanling rats. In Experiment 1, an internal context (illness induced by lithium chloride) present at training and testing reduced infantile forgetting. In Experiment 2, matching an exteroceptive context (home nest shavings) at training and testing was also found to be sufficient to alleviate infantile amnesia. In both experiments, retention was not improved in controls exposed to the context at training only or testing only, indicating that the contextual effect is not on acquisition or retrieval processes per se. These findings provide indirect support for views that emphasize the role of contextual cues in retrieval (Spear, 1978). In addition, they indicate that contextual matching is not limited to a state dependent drug, but may include a wide range of "distinctive" stimuli.